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2nd FULL MOON in ARIES
Musings for Aries Blue Moon
Last month we experienced the Full Moon only a few hours after the Autumn Equinox.
Because the full moon occurred so early in the sign of Aries, we have another in Aries this
month. Two consecutive Full Moons in the same sign is sometimes called an astrological
Blue Moon. I believe that this has really emphasized the energies of this period.
Looking at some of these energies we note that Aries is cardinal fire, a strong spiritual fire
and is the archetypal spiritual warrior. Easter originates from the Spring Festival in the

Northern hemisphere and so in Easter/Aries we see the exuberance joy of Spring,
youthfulness and the newness of life. Here in the Southern Hemisphere we experience
Autumn, we hold the other side of the Equinoctial balance, like the yin yang symbol on the
right which expresses related balanced opposites as a wholeness. This energetic period is
asking us to be mindful of the importance of balanced wholeness in our lives and in the
world.
We know for example that the climate and weather throughout the world are out of balance.
In South Australia we really need more rain, while in other parts of the country there is too
much. The elements of fire and water are out of balance and out of relationship with each
other. So, this month we can do much by using the strong spiritual fire of Aries to do some
magical weather work in an ethical way. We can start by checking out the climate within
ourselves and in the light and power of our soul self, call ourselves into a balanced
wholeness. When we have made a sincere attempt to balance our internal weather which is
particularly about our emotional/mental states, its then ok to request a balance in the
weather either locally or internationally as long as we work for the highest good and the
good of all. That is, as we bring more emotional steadiness within ourselves, we earn the
right to request that it happen externally and our intentions become more effective and
powerful. When we have done this, we can know that whatever happens the appropriate
weather will occur. This is spiritual magic where the light and power of our soul can flow
through us and into the world. Come and talk learn and experience more at the full moon.
Spiritual magic done in groups is powerful and important.
So Be it!!
Colours for Aries are red Mars ray6 and 1; yellow gold/Mercury ray4; violet/Uranus ray7
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